Intern, Fall 2021 (paid)
Lab for Entrepreneurship and Transformative Leadership

Rockville - MD (United States)

On-Campus Student Employment, Internship

The Lab for Entrepreneurship and Transformative Leadership is looking for a Fall 2021 intern to work approximately 10 hours per week on-site in the Lab. Responsibilities will include:

1. Assisting with social media and marketing of the Lab
2. Coordinating speaker, hackathon and other events
3. Conducting research for the Lab

About the Lab

Our lab seeks to provide resources and mentorship to students, empower local entrepreneurs, and support emerging startups in Montgomery County. In doing so, we aim to provide resources to those interested using our platform such as:

- **Amplifying Speakers**: We will invite experienced professionals to our lab in order to understand and implement entrepreneurial practices.
- **Hosting Classes and Labs**: We will teach classes and labs that help students gain real-world experience like starting a business.
- **Conducting Hackathons**: We will challenge student groups to compete and present their start-ups and ideas to convince the board to invest in their product.
- **Providing Mentorship**: We will foster relationships with experienced mentors in order to aid with student's development in their careers and future endeavors.

We are excited to build a passionate community that values entrepreneurship and transformative leadership and to create opportunities for entrepreneurs to shape their ideas into a reality.

To Apply:

For consideration, please email resume to Katherine Zmoda, Program Manager of the Lab at kzmoda@umd.edu